Forum Meeting | October 13, 2021
9am-10am Eastern
Agenda

1. Opening remarks (Smith)

2. Introduction of Jeff Stull as ASTM consultant for assistance with advancing PPE activities (Meincke)

3. PPE Advisory Board formed and conducted 2 meetings in June and September (AB Members Attached)

4. Update on PPE Activities (Cendrowska and Stull)
   a. Domestic and Global PPE Outreach
      i. General overview of North American-focused or US-focused activities supporting adoption
      ii. General review of international activities supporting understanding and use
   b. Short- and long-term strategy for improvement of standards and new tools (Stull)
      i. Update on key standards activities in F23
      ii. Proposed Technical Report for achieving conformity for pandemic PPE

5. Update on government PPE activities (Grove)

6. Planning the next ASTM International Global Forum Event (Smith and Stull)
   a. Proposed Topics
      i. Sustainability and Reuse
      ii. PPE/Mask fit for women/ethnicities

7. Q & A

8. Adjourn
ASTM International PPE Forum
Advisory Board Members

1. Christina Baxter, Emergency Response TIPS LLC, CEO
2. Scott Colburn, FDA, Standards Executive
3. Francois Richard, Pratt & Whitney Canada, Manufacturing Engineering Manager
4. Karen Lehtonen, Lion First Responder Products, Innovation and Product Management
5. Andrew Levinson, OSHA, Deputy Director
6. Tim Morris, ML Products LLC, President
7. Ralph Paroli, National Research Council, Research and Development Director
8. Brian Shiels, ArcWear, Senior PPE Engineer
9. Stephen Spiegelberg, Cambridge Polymer Group, President
10. Henk Vanhoutte, European Safety Federation, Secretary General
11. Rita Vazquez-Torres, New Stone Soup VT LLC, Founder and CEO
12. John Wilczynski, America Makes, Executive Director